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ABSTRACT 

Self-heating effects severely limit the performance of high-

power gallium nitride (GaN) high-electron-mobility transistors 

(HEMTs). High thermal resistances within micrometers of the 

transistor junction often dominate the junction temperature 

rise and fundamentally restrict the device power handling 

capability. The use of high-thermal-conductivity diamond near 
the junction can address this thermal limitation, but this 

approach requires careful attention to the quality of the 

thermal interface between the GaN and diamond. Here we use 

time-domain thermoreflectance (TDTR) to measure thermal 

resistances of thin silicon nitride (SiN) films with varying 

thicknesses on both diamond and GaN. Measurement of these 

two sets of samples provides an estimate for the thermal 

resistance between the GaN and diamond since the SiN film 

can be used as a bonding layer between the two materials. The 

effective resistances of the SiN film and bottom interface 

(SiN/diamond or SiN/GaN) range from 22 to 37 m2 K GW-1 
for both sets of samples. Our findings suggest the possibility 

of achieving 22 m2 K GW-1 as the GaN/diamond thermal 

interface resistance. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

d thickness (nm) 

k           thermal conductivity (W m-1 K-1) 

R          thermal resistance (10
-9

 m
2
 K W

-1
 ) 

V voltage signal (V) 

Subscripts 

Al aluminum 

b boundary 

diam diamond 
eff effective 

GaN gallium nitride 

in in-phase 

out out-of-phase 

SiN silicon nitride 

T total 

I. INTRODUCTION 

High-electron-mobility transistors (HEMTs) based on 

gallium nitride (GaN) are promising for a wide variety of high 

power electronic applications due to their superior high-power 

and high-frequency performance [1]–[3]. Much progress has 

been made over the past decade in increasing the maximum 

power density from around 10 W/mm [1] to more than 40 

W/mm [2] for GaN HEMT on SiC. However, due to junction 

self-heating and associated thermal constraints, GaN HEMT 

devices on SiC are typically operated at a much lower power 

level [4], [5]. High thermal resistances within micrometers of 

the transistor junction (i.e., in the “near-junction” region) often 

impede efficient heat dissipation from active device regions 

[4], [6], [7]. Integration of chemical-vapor-deposited (CVD) 

diamond in the near-junction region can address this thermal 

limitation owing to its superior heat spreading capability 

compared to that of SiC. Composite GaN substrates containing 

CVD diamond can offer local thermal conductivities higher by 

a factor of nearly 5 than SiC [7]. However the fabrication of 

GaN on diamond substrates is very challenging due to the 

much larger lattice and coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) 

mismatches between GaN and diamond than those between 

GaN and SiC [8], [9].  

Prior works have demonstrated the direct growth of 

AlGaN/GaN heterostructures on single-crystal diamond with 

relatively thick transition layers (approximately 1 µm) [9]–

[11]. Since such thick transition layers often exhibit low 

thermal conductivity [12], this approach can result in high 

thermal resistance between the GaN and diamond. An 

alternative approach involves epitaxial transfer of AlGaN/GaN 

heterostructures to CVD diamond using a bonding layer 

thinner than 50 nm [5], [12]–[14]. This approach often uses a 

high-temperature (> 800 °C) GaN/diamond bonding process 

[13], but a low-temperature (room temperature) bonding 

technology has recently been demonstrated to minimize the 

impact of CTE mismatch between GaN and diamond [15]. 

Despite all these efforts, the current GaN on diamond 

technologies still can result in high concentrations of defects 

or fully amorphous regions near the GaN-diamond interface. 

More progress must still be made to minimize the thermal 

resistance at the GaN/diamond interface and identify the 

specific microstructural causes for the resistance. 

This work investigates the through-plane thermal 

conduction in thin silicon nitride (SiN) films with varying 

thicknesses on both GaN and diamond using time-domain 
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thermoreflectance (TDTR). With these two sets of samples we 

provide an estimate for the GaN/diamond thermal interface 

resistance since the SiN film can serve as a bonding layer 

between the GaN and diamond. The two sets of samples 

consist of SiN films with thicknesses of 13, 24, and 36 nm on 

diamond and of 12, 23, and 35 nm on GaN. For each set of 

samples, we extract the effective thermal resistance, which 

combines the volumetric SiN resistance and the boundary 

resistance at the SiN interface with the underlying material 

(diamond or GaN). The data suggest that the GaN/diamond 

thermal interface resistance can be close to 22 m2 K GW-1 

using 23-24 nm SiN film. 

II. SAMPLES AND EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 

Figure 1 illustrates cross-sectional schematic drawings of 

two configurations of the SiN samples used in this study: one 

is the SiN on diamond and the other is the SiN on GaN. Three 

SiN films with thicknesses of 13, 24, and 36 nm were grown 

on a diamond substrate by plasma-enhanced chemical vapor 

deposition (PECVD) at 300 °C. The diamond substrate was 

polished and chemically cleaned before the SiN film 

deposition. Similarly, three SiN films with thicknesses of 12, 

23, and 35 nm were grown on a 1.8-µm-thick GaN on a SiC 

substrate. Approximately 53 nm of Al was deposited by e-

beam evaporation on all the samples studied here after an 

extended air break; the Al serves as the transducer for 

thermoreflectance measurements.  

 

 
Fig. 1: Cross-sectional schematic drawings of SiN samples on 

(a) a diamond substrate and (b) on a 1.8 µm GaN on 

SiC. For the latter case, a 40 nm AlN nucleation layer 

is placed between the GaN and SiC to minimize lattice 

mismatch stress. For both configurations of the SiN 

samples, evaporated Al layers of 53 nm serve as the 

metal transducers for thermoreflectance measurements. 

The green and red areas indicate the pump and probe 

beams, respectively. 

 

 

Thermal conduction normal to the SiN films on diamond 

and GaN is investigated by TDTR [16]–[21]. TDTR is an 

optical pump-probe technique that measures the temperature 

response of a sample surface to modulated laser heating. In 

our setup, a mode-locked Nd:YVO4 laser generates 9.2 ps 

optical pulses at 1064 nm wavelength and with 82 MHz 

repetition rate, which are split into a pump and probe 

component. The pump beam is modulated at 2 MHz and 8 

MHz by an electro-optic modulator (EOM) for lock-in 

detection, and then frequency-doubled to 532 nm by a second 

harmonic generation (SHG) for the spectral separation of the 

pump and the probe. The pump beam is then directed onto the 

sample through a microscope objective lens and deposits heat 

in the metal transducer (Al in our samples). The probe beam is 

temporally delayed relative to the pump optical heating by a 

mechanical delay stage and then passes through a single-mode 

fiber (SMF) to minimize errors associated with beam 

divergence and beam overlap due to the delay stage motion. 

The probe beam is then directed onto the sample through the 

same microscope objective (coaxial with the pump beam). The 

reflected probe beam from the sample surface is collimated 

through the objective and then directed to a photodetector 

connected to an RF lock-in amplifier. The lock-in amplifier 

detects the temperature-induced changes in intensity of the 

reflected probe beam at the pump modulation frequency and 

as a function of the pump-probe delay time, i.e., it measures 

the temporal response of the surface temperature of the metal 

transducer film via the thermoreflectance. Further details of 

our TDTR setup are described in [20] and [21]. 

We monitor the amplitude 2 2
in outV V of the in-phase 

( )inV t  and out-of-phase ( )outV t  components of the 

thermoreflectance signal detected by the lock-in amplifier over 

3.5 ns of probe delay time t . The amplitude signal is 

compared to the solution of the three-dimensional radial-

symmetric heat diffusion equation for the multilayer stack 

with modulated optical surface heating to extract the thermal 

properties of the films and interfaces underneath the metal 

transducer [17]. We use bulk values for the heat capacity and 

thermal conductivity of the Al film [22], [23]. The heat 

capacities of the other constituent layers are taken from the 

literature [24]–[26]. The thermal conductivity of the GaN film 

is measured separately using TDTR, yielding GaNk  = 170 ± 

10 W m–1 K–1. We use 1500 W m–1 K–1 as the thermal 

conductivity of the diamond substrate, which is taken from 

manufacturer specification. This procedure leaves three 

unknowns in the multi-layer thermal model: a) the thermal 

boundary resistance (TBR) at the Al-SiN interface ,b Al SiNR  , b) 

the through-plane thermal conductivity of the SiN SiNk , and c) 

the TBR at the SiN-diamond (or SiN-GaN) interface 

,b SiN diamR   (or ,b SiN GaNR  ). 
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Fig. 2: Sensitivity S  to changes in four parameters in the multi-layer thermal model as a function of delay time for the (a) 13 

nm SiN and (b) 36 nm SiN on diamond, and the (c) 12 nm SiN and (d) 35 nm SiN on GaN—all at room temperature—

calculated by Eq. (1). Sensitivity values are evaluated at a pump modulation frequency of 2 MHz (dashed lines) and 8 

MHz (solid lines). Black lines represent the sensitivity to the Al/SiN thermal boundary resistance (TBR) ,b Al SiNR  , red 

lines represent the sensitivity to the SiN thermal conductivity SiNk , blue lines represent the sensitivity to the 

SiN/diamond TBR ,b SiN diamR   (or to the SiN/GaN TBR ,b SiN GaNR  ), and green lines represent the sensitivity to the 

diamond thermal conductivity diamk  (or to the GaN thermal conductivity GaNk ).

 

III. SENSIVIVITY ANALYSIS 

We study the sensitivity of the measurement to the three 

unknown parameters— ,b Al SiNR  , SiNk , and ,b SiN diamR   (or 

,b SiN GaNR  )—and the thermal conductivities of the diamond 

substrate and the GaN film ( diamk  and GaNk ). The sensitivity 

of the amplitude data to these parameters (which are denoted 

by   here) is defined as the logarithmic derivative of the 

amplitude data 2 2
in outV V  with respect to  [21], 

                           
2 2ln( )

ln

in outV V
S



 



.                            (1) 

Figure 2 shows the sensitivity of the amplitude to 

,b Al SiNR  , SiNk , ,b SiN diamR   (or ,b SiN GaNR  ), and diamk  (or 

GaNk ) for the thinnest and thickest SiN samples in both 

configurations at room temperature. The sensitivity values are 

plotted as a function of the probe delay time and at the pump 

modulation frequencies of 2 MHz and 8 MHz. Best-fit values 

are assumed for the three unknown parameters of each sample.  

 

 

For the thinnest SiN samples of both configurations (see Figs. 

2(a) and 2(c)), the sensitivities to ,b Al SiNR  , SiNk , and 

,b SiN diamR   (or ,b SiN GaNR  ) are similar in shape over the 

entire range of delay time and their absolute values are 

comparable. Thus, the measurement for the thinnest sample is 

only sensitive to the total summed resistance TR :       

        
,Al

, ,

( )

          (or  )

SiN
T b SiN SiN

SiN

b SiN diam b SiN GaN

d
R R R

k

R R



 

  



,               (2) 

where SiNR  is the SiN intrinsic resistance and SiNd  is the SiN 

film thickness. For the other four, thicker, samples, the 

sensitivity to ,b Al SiNR   is different in curvature from those to 

SiNk  and ,b SiN diamR   (or ,b SiN GaNR  ), and its absolute values 

are lower than those of the other two components. This allows 

us to isolate the Al/SiN TBR from the SiN intrinsic resistance 

and the SiN/diamond (or SiN/GaN) TBR. The latter two 

components are combined into an effective SiN resistance 

, SiN effR , which can be expressed as 
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       , , ,( ) (or  )SiN
SiN eff SiN b SiN diam b SiN GaN

SiN

d
R R R R

k
    .   (3) 

The sensitivity to the diamond thermal conductivity is almost 

negligible over most of the delay time (see Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)) 

[27], whereas the sensitivity to the GaN thermal conductivity 

is not negligible especially for the thinnest SiN on GaN 

sample (see Fig. 2(c)). 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Table I summarizes the thermal properties of each SiN 

sample obtained using TDTR. As discussed in Section III, we 

extract the total summed resistance TR  for the thinnest SiN on 

diamond and GaN and the effective resistance of the SiN film 

and bottom interface , SiN effR  for the other four samples. At 

room temperature, we find the total summed resistance TR  to 

be 17.5 ± 0.6 m2 K GW-1 for the thinnest SiN on diamond 

sample and 17.2 ± 0.7 m2 K GW-1 for the thinnest SiN on GaN 

sample. The effective SiN thermal resistances , SiN effR  are 

21.6 ± 0.7 m2 K GW–1 and 36.8 ± 0.8 m2 K GW–1  for 24 nm 

and 36 nm SiN films on diamond, respectively. For 23 nm and 

35 nm SiN films on GaN, the measured values of , SiN effR  are 

22.0 ± 0.9 m2 K GW–1 and 37.3 ± 1.5 m2 K GW–1, respectively. 

The Al-SiN TBRs range between 5 and 8 m2 K GW-1 for these 

four samples. Uncertainty in the thickness of the Al transducer 

( Ald = 53 ± 2 nm) determines the error bars for all measured 

samples.  

 

TABLE I. Extracted thermal properties of SiN on diamond 

and GaN samples measured at room temperature using TDTR. 

,b Al SiNR   represents the Al-SiN TBR, , SiN effR  represents the 

effective SiN resistance (see Eq. (3)), and TR  represents the 

total summed resistance of ,b Al SiNR    and , SiN effR  (see Eq. 

(2)). 

 

Sample ,b Al SiNR   

[m2 K GW–1] 

, SiN effR  

[m2 K GW–1] 

TR  

[m2 K GW–1] 

13 nm SiN 

on diamond 
N/A N/A 17.5 ± 0.6 

24 nm SiN 

on diamond 
4.8 ± 0.2 21.6 ± 0.7 26.4 ± 0.9 

36 nm SiN 

on diamond 
5.5 ± 0.3 36.8 ± 0.8 42.3 ± 1.1 

12 nm SiN 

on GaN 
N/A N/A 17.2 ± 0.7 

23 nm SiN 

on GaN 
7.5 ± 0.2 22.0 ± 0.9 29.5 ± 1.1 

35 nm SiN 

on GaN 
5.3 ± 0.3 37.3 ± 1.5 42.6 ± 1.8 

 

 
Fig. 3: (a) Representative TDTR data (black solid lines) with 

best analytical fits (red dashed line) for the thickest SiN 

films on diamond and GaN.  

 

If we convert the effective thermal resistance of the SiN 

film into its effective thermal conductivity (i.e., 

, ,/SiN eff SiN SiN effk d R ), then we obtain 1.1 W m–1 K–1 for 

the 24 nm SiN film on diamond and 0.98 W m–1 K–1 for the 36 

nm SiN film on diamond. For 23 nm and 35 nm SiN films on 

GaN, these values are 1.0 W m–1 K–1 and 0.94 W m–1 K–1, 

respectively. 

The prior literature, including data from us, suggests that 

the thermal conductivities of SiN thin films can range from 

below 1 W/mK up to as much as 12 W/mK [24], [28], [29]. 

Zhang and Grigoropoulosa [28] used steady-state Joule 

heating and electrical-resistance thermometry to measure the 

thermal conductivities of two free-standing SiN films with 

thicknesses of 0.6 µm and 1.4 µm, both of which were 

prepared by low pressure chemical vapor deposition (LPCVD) 

at 835 °C. Near room temperature, they reported 

approximately 12 W m–1 K–1 and 8 W m–1 K–1 for the thermal 

conductivities of 0.6-µm-thick and 1.4-µm-thick SiN films, 

respectively. They attributed the lower thermal conductivity of 

their thicker film to a high presence of small voids in this film. 

Bai et al. [29] performed nanosecond transient 

thermoreflectance measurements to measure the thermal 

conductivities of LPCVD SiN films with thicknesses ranging 

from 37 to 200 nm grown on Si substrates at 800 °C. Their 

measured SiN thermal conductivities range from 1.2 to 2.1 W 

m–1 K–1 at room temperature and include the TBR at the SiN-

Si interface. Lee and Cahill [24] measured the thermal 

conductivities of  21-nm-thick to 252-nm-thick SiN films, all 

of which were grown on Si substrates by PECVD at 300 °C, 

using the three-omega method. Their measured room 

temperature values range between 0.4 and 0.7 W m–1 K–1 and 

include the contributions from the two interfaces on either side 

of the SiN film. The very substantial variation in the prior 

literature is owed to the varying fractions of 

poly/nanocrystalline materials and density [24], [28]. Data for 
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other amorphous films show that annealing can improve the 

thermal conductivity [30]. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

This work extracts the effective thermal resistances of SiN 

films on both diamond and GaN using TDTR. The effective 

SiN resistance ranges from 22 to 37 m2 K GW-1 for both 

configurations of the samples. A recent simulation work [7] 

has shown that GaN-on-diamond devices with an interface 

resistance of below 30 m2 K GW-1 can outperform GaN-on-

SiC devices even with zero interface resistance in terms of the 

temperature rise of the device channel. Our data suggest that 

the GaN/diamond interface resistance can approach 22 m2 K 
GW-1 using 23-24 nm SiN films, which is below the target 

interface resistance of 30 m2 K GW-1. With a further reduction 

in the resistance down to the lower limit (~3 m2 K GW-1 [7]) 

predicted by the diffuse mismatch theory, GaN-on-diamond 

technologies will significantly improve the near-junction 

thermal management of GaN HEMT. 
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